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The nonlinear partial differential equations considered here arise from the
conservation laws of linear momentum and energy, and describe structural phase
transitions in one-dimensional shape memory solids with non-convex
Landau]Ginzburg free energy potentials. In this article the theories of analytic
semigroups and real interpolation spaces for maximal accretive operators are used
to show that the solutions of the model depend continuously on the admissible
parameters. Also, we show that the non-physical parameters that define the free
energy are identifiable from the model. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this article we consider the following initial-boundary value problem
 .IBVP :
­ ­
ru y bru q g u s f x , t q C u , u , u , .  .t t x x t x x x x x x x­ x ­e
x g V , 0 F t F T ,
2C u y ku s g x , t q 2a u u u q bru , .¨ t x x 2 x x t x t
x g V , 0 F t F T ,
u x , 0 s u x , u x , 0 s u x , u x , 0 s u x , .  .  .  .  .  .0 t 1 0
x g V ,
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u 0, t s u 1, t s u 0, t s u 1, t s 0, .  .  .  .x x x x
0 F t F T , 1.1 .
u 0, t s 0, ku 1, t s k u t y u 1, t , .  .  .  . .x x 1 G
0 F t F T .
 .The partial differential equations in 1.1 reflect the conservation of
linear momentum and energy in a one-dimensional shape memory body
 .  .V s 0, 1 . The functions, variables, and parameters involved in 1.1 have
 .  .the following physical meaning: u x, t s displacement; u x, t s absolute
temperature; r s mass density; k s thermal conductivity coefficient;
 .C s specific heat; b s viscosity coefficient; f x, t s distributed forces¨
 .  .  .acting on the body input ; g x, t s distributed heat sources input ;
 .  .  .u x s initial displacement; u x s initial velocity; u x s initial tem-0 1 0
 .  .perature; u t s temperature of the surrounding medium input ; k sG 1
positive constant, proportional to the rate of thermal exchange at the right
boundary, and T is a prescribed final time. The function C, which
represents the free energy density of the system, is assumed to be a
function of the linearized shear strain e s u , the spatial derivative of thex
strain e s u and the temperature u , and is taken in the Landau]Ginz-x x x
burg form
g
2 4 6 2C e , e , u s C u q a u y u e y a e q a e q e , .  .  .x 0 2 1 4 6 x2
1.2 .u
C u s yC u log q C u q C , .0 ¨ ¨ /u2
where u , u are two critical temperatures and a , a , a , g are positive1 2 2 4 6
constants, all depending on the material being considered and C G 0 is a
fixed reference energy level. Note that for values of u close to u and e1 x
 .fixed, the function C e , e , u is a non-convex function of e . This propertyx
is related to the hysteresis phenomenon which characterizes this type of
materials in the low and intermediate temperature ranges. The stress-strain
relations are strongly temperature dependent. The behavior is elastic,
ideally plastic at low temperatures, superelastic at intermediate tempera-
tures, and almost linearly elastic in the high temperature range. Shape
 .memory and solid-solid phase transitions martensitic transformations are
other peculiar characteristics of these materials whose dynamical behavior
 .is formally described by system 1.1 . For a detailed review of these and
 .other properties and the derivations of the equations in 1.1 we refer the
w xreader to 28 and the references therein.
The boundary conditions mean that the beam is simply supported at
both ends, thermally insulated at the left end, and, at the right end, the
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rate of thermal exchange with the surrounding medium is prescribed. The
 .nonlinear coupled equations in 1.1 are sometimes referred to as the
equations of thermo-visco-elasto-plasticity. In particular, the first equation
 .in 1.1 can be regarded as a nonlinear beam equation in u, while the
second is a nonlinear heat equation in u .
 .Initial boundary value problems of the type 1.1 have been studied by
w x w x .several authors 16, 17, 22, 26, 27, 30 , etc.; see 28 for a review . The first
 .results on existence of solutions for IBVPs like 1.1 are due to Sprekels
w x30 . However, he imposed very strong growth conditions on the free
energy C. In particular, these conditions excluded the physically relevant
 .case in which C is given in the Landau]Ginzburg form 1.2 . Later on,
w xSongmu 26 derived certain a priori estimates from which he concluded
 .that, if the initial data are smooth enough, then any local solution of 1.1
 .with C as in 1.2 can be extended globally in time. This result was later
w xgeneralized by Songmu and Sprekels 27 to include more general free
w xenergy functionals. More recently, using a state-space approach 28 it was
 .shown that the IBVP 1.1 can be written as a semilinear Cauchy problem
 .  .  .  .  .of the form z t s A q z t q F q, t, z , z 0 s z , in an appropriateÇ 0
 .Hilbert space Z , where q is a vector of admissible parameters, A q is aq
certain differential operator associated with the linear part of the partial
 .  .differential equations in 1.1 , and F q, t, z corresponds to the nonlinear
part of the system. This approach provides a friendly framework for a
 .suitable treatment of several problems associated to 1.1 such as exis-
tence, uniqueness, regularity, and asymptotic behavior of solutions, as well
as a powerful tool for numerical approximations, parameter estimation,
and control.
From a practical point of view it would be very important to find the
 .  .values of all the parameters in 1.1 ] 1.2 that ``best fit'' experimental data
for a given material. This is called the parameter identification problem
 .ID problem in the sequel . Once this problem is solved, the next step is to
determine how well this model can predict the dynamics of a given shape
memory material which is subjected to certain external inputs. This is
called the model validation problem. Although numerical experiments
 .performed with system 1.1 have shown that physically reasonable results
 w x.can be obtained for certain values of the parameters see 5, 20 , the ID
problem still remains open.
In order to establish the convergence of computational algorithms for
parameter identification, one needs to show first that the solutions depend
w xcontinuously on the parameters that one wants to estimate. In 29 it was
 .shown that the nonlinear term F q, t, z is Lipschitz continuous in the
  ..dstate variable z in the topology of the graph of yA q , for any d ) 3r4.
Although this result is necessary to show the continuous dependence of
 .the solutions of 1.1 with respect to the parameter q, it is not sufficient. In
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fact, it turns out that a key step in achieving this result involves proving
 4`that if q is a sequence of admissible parameters converging to q,n ns1
 .  .then the sequence of analytic semigroups T t; q generated by A q ,n n
 .   ..dconverges strongly to T t; q in the norm of the graph of yA q . This
is a much stronger result than the one we can obtain by a straightfor-
 wward application of the well known Trotter]Kato Theorem see 28,
x.Theorem 4.1 .
2. PRELIMINARIES AND STATE
SPACE FORMULATION
In the sequel, an isomorphism will be understood to denote a bounded
invertible operator from a Banach space onto another.
Let X be a Banach space and X* its topological dual. We denote with
 :  :x*, x or x, x* the value of x* at x. For each x g X we define the
 .   : 5 5 2 5 5 24duality set S x s x* g X* : x*, x s x s x* . The Hahn]BanachÇ
 .theorem implies that S x is nonempty for every x g X. If A is a linear
 .operator in X with domain D A , we say that A is dissipati¨ e if for every
 .  .  :x g D A there exists x* g S x such that Re Ax, x* F 0. We say that
 :A is strictly dissipati¨ e if A is dissipative and the condition Re Ax, x* s 0
 .for all x* g S x implies that x s 0. If X is a Hilbert space then
 .  4  :S x s x and therefore A is dissipative iff Re Ax, x F 0 for every
 .x g D A . We say that the operator A is maximal dissipati¨ e if A is
dissipative and it has no proper dissipative extension. We say that the
 .  .operator A is maximal accreti¨ e if yA is maximal dissipative. If the
operator A is strictly dissipative and maximal dissipative, we will simply say
that A is strictly maximal dissipati¨ e.
 .If A generates a strongly continuous semigroup T t on X then the type
 .  . 5  .5of T is defined to be the real number w T s inf 1rt log T t . ItÇ0 t ) 0
can be shown that the type of a semigroup is either finite or equals y`.
 .  . 5  .5  .Moreover, w T s lim 1rt log T t . Also, the semigroup T t is of0 t ª`
 .  .negative type iff T t is exponentially stable, i.e., w T - 0 iff 'M G 1,0
5  .5 ya t  w x.a ) 0 such that T t F Me for all t G 0 see 2, pp. 17]21 . If the
 .  .semigroup T t generated by A is analytic, then w T s sup Re l0 lg s  A.
 .  .  .provided that s A / B and, by definition, w T s y` if s A s B0
 w x.see 2 .
 .  .Let us now return to our original problem 1.1 ] 1.2 . We define the
Ä .  .  .  .  .function L x, t s u t cos 2p x and the transformation u x, t s u x, tÇ G
 . y L x, t . We also define the admissible parameter set Q s q sÇ
 . < 8 4r, C , b , a , a , a , u , g q g R , and the state space Z as the Hilbert¨ 2 4 6 1 ) 0 q




, s g u0 x u0 x dx q r ¨ x ¨ x dx .  .  .  .¨ Ç Ã ÃÃ H H¨ / < 0 0 0w wÃ q
C 1¨q w x w x dx. .  .ÃHk 0
 : 5 5The norm induced by ? ,? in Z will be denoted by ? . Note thatq qq
these norms are all equivalent and, moreover, they are uniformly equiva-
lent on compact subsets of Q. Then the initial-boundary value problem
 .  .1.1 with C as in 1.2 can be formally written as an abstract semilinear
Cauchy problem in Z asq
d¡
z t s A q z t q F q , t , z t , 0 F t F T .  .  .  . .~ 2.1dt  .¢z 0 s z , . 0
where
u x , t .
u x , t .z t x s , .  . t 0Äu x , t .
D A q . .
4¡ ¦u g H 0, 1 , u 0 s u 1 s 0 s u0 0 s u0 1 , .  .  .  .  .
u




g D A q , . .¨ /w
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0 I 0¨
4 2g g ­ ­
b ¨ 0 y u00 y b 0u u4 2r r ­ x ­ xA q s s . . Ç¨ ¨ /  /2kw wk ­ 0w0  00 0 2C¨ C ­ x¨
2.3 .
The element z is defined by0
u x .0
u x .z x s . 10  0u x y u 0 cos 2p x .  .  .0 G
 . w xand the nonlinear mapping F q, t, z : Q = 0, T = Z ª Z is defined byq q
0u
f q , t , z .F q , t , z s F q , t , s 2 , 2.4 .  .Ç¨ / /  0w f q , t , z .3
where
­
r f q , t , z x s f x , t q 2a w x q L x , t y u u9 x .  .  .  .  .  . .2 2 1­ t
3 5y4a u9 x q 6a u9 x , .  .4 6
C f q , t , z x s g x , t q 2a w x q L x , t u9 x ¨ 9 x .  .  .  .  .  .  . .¨ 3 2
2 X 2q br¨ 9 x y C u t cos 2p x y 4kp L x , t . .  .  .  .¨ G
w xThe following results can be found in 28, 29 .
w x  .   ..THEOREM 2.1 28 . Let q g Q and the operator A q : D A q ; Z ªq
 .  .Z be as defined by 2.2 ] 2.3 . Thenq
 .  .i A q is strictly maximal dissipati¨ e;
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 .  .ii The adjoint A* q is also strictly maximal dissipati¨ e and is gi¨ en
  ..   ..by D A* q s D A q ,
0 yI 0y¨
4 2g g ­ ­
b ¨ 0 q u00 b 0u u4 2r r ­ x ­ xA* q s s s , . ¨ ¨ /  /2kw wk ­ 0w0  00 0 2C¨ C ­ x¨
u
g D A* q ; . .¨ /w
 .   ..  .iii 0 g r A q , the resol¨ ent set of A q ;
 .   ..  .iv The spectrum s A q of A q consists only of eigen¨alues,
q, y ` q, y  ..   ..  4   .s A q s s A q s l , a where l s m yr q’p n n ns 1 n n
2 2 4 4.  .’ ’ ’" r q y 1 , a s ykt rC , with m s g n p rr, r q s b r r2 g , . n n ¨ n
 4`and t are all the positi¨ e solutions of the equation tan t s k rkt . Then ns1 1
corresponding set of normalized eigen¨ectors in Z is gi¨ en byq
`¡ ¦e k en n n 0
q y~ ¥, , ,0l e k l en n n n n  /¢ §x 0  0 n0 0 ns1
 .   < q < 2 ..1r2  .  .  t nwhere e x s 2rr m q l sin p nx , x x s kt rC Hn n n n n ¨ 0
2 . .1r2  . 2  < q< 2 .  < y< 2 .cos j dj cos t x , and k s m q l r m q l .n n n n n n
 .  .  .v The operator A q generates an analytic semigroup T t; q of
5  .5 yv q. t  .negati¨ e type which satisfies T t; q F e , for t G 0, where v q ,L Z .q
the type of T , is gi¨ en by
¡ 2 2kt bp1 2min , , if b r F 4g /C 2¨~v q s . 2 2 2kt bp p1 2 2’min , y b r y 4g , if b r ) 4g .¢  /C 2 ’2 r¨
We shall need some notation for certain interpolation spaces. If X is a
p  .Banach space and p G 1, L# X will denote the Banach space of all
w . 5 5 p pBochner measurable mappings u: 0, ` ª X such that u sÇL# X .
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`5  .5 p  .H u t dtrt - `. If X and X are two Banach spaces with XX0 0 1 0
 .continuously and densely embedded in X , p G 1, and u g 0, 1 , we1
 .  .denote by X , X the space of averages or ``real'' interpolation space0 1 u , p
yu p'u : 0, ` ª X , i s 0, 1, t u g L# X ,.  .i i 0 0X , X s x g X . . Çu , p0 1 1 1yu p 5t u g L# X and x s u t q u t a.e. .  .  .1 1 0 1
Endowed with the norm
5 5x  X , X .0 1 u , p
yu p¡ ¦t u g L# X , .0 0
yu 1yu 1yu p~ ¥p p5 5 5 5s inf t u q t u ,t u g L# X and .Ç L# X . L# X .0 1 1 10 1¢ §x s u t q u t a.e. .  .0 1
 .X , X is a Banach space. In the particular case when p s 2 and0 1 u , p
 . w xX , X are Hilbert spaces, we denote X , X s X , X .0 1 0 1 u , 2 0 1 u
  ..  .  .Since 0 g r A q and A q generates an analytic semigroup T t; q ,
  ..d  .the fractional d-powers yA q of yA q are well defined, closed,
 w x.linear, invertible operators for any d G 0 see 24, pp. 69]75 . Moreover,
  ..ydyA q has the representation
`1yd dy1yA q s t T t ; q dt , .  . . H
G d . 0
where the integral converges in the uniform operator topology for every
  ..d .d ) 0. Also, the domain D yA q endowed with the topology of the
  ..d   ..dnorm of the graph of yA q is a Hilbert space. Since yA q is
5 5boundedly invertible this norm is equivalent to the norm z sÇq, d
5  ..d 5   ..d .yA q z . We shall denote by Z the Hilbert space D yA qq q, d
5 5endowed with the ? -norm.q, d
Next, we state a few results which will be needed throughout the rest of
w xthis article. Their proofs can be found in 29 .
w x  .   ..THEOREM 2.2 29 . Let q g Q, A q : D A q ; Z ª Z be as definedq q
 .  .by 2.2 ] 2.3 , 0 - d - 1, and Z as abo¨e. Then Z sq , d q , d
w   .. xD A q , Z , in the sense of an isomorphism.q 1yd
The next lemma shows some relations between the spaces Z forq, d
different q's.
w x  .LEMMA 2.3 29 . Let d g 0, 1 . Then,
 .i For any pair q, q* g Q the spaces Z and Z are isomorphic.q, d q*, d
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 . 5 5ii Moreo¨er, for any compact subset Q of Q the norms ? : qq, dC
4g Q are uniformly equi¨ alent, i.e., there exist constants m ) 0, M ) 0,C
5 5 5 5 5 5such that m z F z F M z for e¨ery pair q, q* g Q and allq, d q*, d q, d C
  ..d .   ..d .z g D yA q l D yA q* .
Consider the following standing hypotheses.
 . 2 .  .  .H1 There exist functions K , K g L 0, 1 , K x G 0 a.e., K xf g f g
<  .  . <  . < < <  .G 0 a.e., such that f x, t y f x, t F K x t y t and g x, t y1 2 f 1 2 1
 . <  . < <  . w xg x, t F K x t y t for a.e. x g 0, 1 and all t , t g 0, T .2 g 1 2 1 2
 . 1 . X  .H2 u g H 0, T and u is locally Lipschitz continuous in 0, T .G G
w xTHEOREM 2.4 29 . Let q g Q, 0 - e - 1r4, and assume that the hy-
 .  .potheses H1 and H2 hold. Then,
 . w xi for any bounded subset U of 0, T = Z there exists aq, 3r4qe
 .constant L s L q, U, u , f , g such thatG
5 5 < < 5 5F q , t , z y F q , t , z F L t y t q z y z .  .  .q q , 3r4qe1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  . w xfor all t , z , t , z g U, i.e., the function F q, t, z : Q = 0, T =1 1 2 2
Z ª Z is locally Lipschitz continuous in t and z. Moreo¨er, theq, 3r4qe q
constant L can be chosen independent of q on any compact subset of Q;
 .   ..3r4qe .ii for any initial data z g D yA q , there exists t s0 1
 .  .t q, z ) 0 such that the initial ¨alue problem 2.1 has a unique classical1 0
 . w . . 1 . .  .  .solution z t; q g C 0, t : Z l C 0, t : Z . Moreo¨er drdt z t; q1 q 1 q
1r4ye   x .  .  .g C 0, t : Z , i.e., drdt z t; q is locally Holder continuous onÈloc 1 q
 x0, t with exponent 1r4 y e .1
Finally, the following theorem says that for any compact subset Q ofC
the admissible parameter set Q, it is possible to find a nontrivial common
 .interval of existence for all solutions z t; q , q g Q .C
w xTHEOREM 2.5 29 . Let Q be a compact subset of the admissible parame-C
w M  ..ter set Q, q g Q , q g Z , where 3r4 - d - 1. Let 0, t q s0 C 0 q , d0w M  ..0, t q, z denote the maximum inter¨ al of existence of the solution0
 .  .z t; q with initial condition z 0; q s z . Then0
t M Q s inf t M q ) 0. .  .ÇC
qgQC
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3. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE ON THE
MODEL PARAMETERS
 .In this section we show that the mapping q ª z ?; q from the space of
admissible parameters Q into the space of solutions is continuous. More
 4`precisely, we show that if q is a sequence in Q converging to q g Q,n ns1
  .4`  .then the sequence z t; q converges to z t; q in some appropriaten ns1
sense.
Throughout this section, to simplify the notation we shall denote A sn
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .A q , A s A q , T T s T t; q , T t s T t; q , z t s z t; q , andn n n n n
 .  .z t s z t; q .
We shall need the following lemmas.
 4`LEMMA 3.1. Let q be a sequence in Q, q ª q g Q, and letn ns1 n
A, A , T , T be as abo¨e. Thenn n
5 5A T t z y AT t z ª 0 as n ª ` .  . qn n
for e¨ery z g Z and t ) 0.q
 .  .  .Proof. Let z g Z . Since T t , T t are analytic semigroups, T t z,q n n
 .  .  . w xT t z, are in D A , D A , respectively, ; t ) 0. From Theorem 3.5 in 28n
it follows that there exists an angle u , 0 - u - pr2, such that
`p
< < 4S s 0 j l g C : arg l - q u ; r A l r A . .  .Ç Fu n 52 ns1
Now, let pr2 - u - pr2 q u and let G be the path composed of the two1
yu 1 iu 1  .rays re , re , 0 F r - `, G oriented so that Im l increases along G.
 w x.We have the expressions see 24
1
ltAT t z s le R l; A z dl, .  .H2p i G
1
ltA T t z s le R l; A z dl, .  .Hn n n2p i G
 .  .y1  .for every z g Z and t ) 0, where R l; A s lI y A , R l; A sq n
 .y1lI y A .n
Then
1
ltAT t z y A T t z s le R l; A y R l; A z dl. 3.1 .  .  .  .  . .Hn n n2p i G
w xBy the Hille]Yosida theorem 24
1 C
lt Rel. t5 5 < < 5 5le R l; A y R l; A z F l e q z .  . . q qn  /< < < <l l
Rel. t 5 5 1F 1 q C e z g L G , .  .q
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where the constant C appears because of the uniform equivalence of the
5 5 5 5 5   .norms ? and ? . Also for any fixed l g G, R l; A yq qn
 .. 5R l; A z ª 0 as n ª `. In fact,qn
5 5 5 5R l; A y R l; A z s R l; A lI y A R l; A y I z .  .  .  .  . . q qn n n
5 5s R l; A A y A R l; A z .  .  . qn n
5 5 5 5F R l; A A y A R l; A z .  .  .L Z . qn nq
which converges to zero as n goes to infinity by virtue of the uniform
5  .5boundedness of R l; A and the strong convergence of A to AL Z .n nq
which follows immediately from the definition of A and A, and then
.convergence of q to q .n
 .The lemma then follows from 3.1 and the Dominated Convergence
Theorem.
LEMMA 3.2. Under the same hypotheses of Lemma 3.1
d5 5yA T t y T t z ª 0 as n ª ` .  .  . . qn
w xfor e¨ery z g Z , d g 0, 1 , and t G 0.q
Remark. Note that the assertion of Lemma 3.2 could be easily obtained
 .d  .if yA commuted with T t . However, this is not true since A , doesn n
not commute with A, as it can be easily verified.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. It suffices to show the result for d s 1. We write
5 5A T t y T t z .  . .n
y1s AT t y A T t q I y AA A T t z .  .  . .n n n n n q
5 5 5 y1 5 5 5F AT t y A T t z q I y AA A T t z . .  .  . . q L Z . qn n n n nq
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1 the first term on the right of the above
inequality tends to zero as n goes to infinity and the sequence
5  . 5 4`A T t z is bounded. A straightforward calculation using the defi-qn n ns1
 .nition of A q shows that for any pair of admissible parameters q, q g Q,Ä
Ä Ä Ä .  .q s r, C , b , a , a , a , u , g , q s r, C , b , a , a , a , u , g , and anyÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä¨ 2 4 6 1 ¨ 2 4 6 1
u
z s g Z¨ q /w
m
rg rgÄ ÄÄb y b u0 q ¨ /y1 rg rgÄ ÄA q A q z s , 3.2 .  .  .Ä
C¨ 0wÄC¨
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5 y1 5from which it follows immediately that I y AA ª 0 as n ª `.L Z .n q
The theorem then follows.
w xLEMMA 3.3. Let Q be a compact subset of Q. Then for any d g 0, 1C
there exists a constant C depending only on d and Q such thatC
d yd5 5yA q yA q F C .  . .  . L Z .1 2 q3
for e¨ery q , q , q g Q .1 2 3 C
 .Proof. From 3.2 it follows that there exists a constant M depending
5  . y1 . 5 5 5only on Q such that A q A q z F M z for every q, q g Q ,Ä Äq qÄ ÄC C
y1 .z g Z . Letting h s A q z we obtainq
5 5 5 5A q h F M A q h for all q , q g Q , h g D A q . 3.3 .  .  .  . .Ä Äq qÄ Ä C
5 5Since the ? -norms are uniformly equivalent for q g Q , it follows fromq C
 . 5 53.3 and Theorem 2.2 that the norms ? are also uniformly equivalentq, d
for q g Q . Thus, for any q , q , q g QC 1 2 3 C
d yd d yd5 5 5 5yA q yA q z F C yA q yA q z .  .  .  . .  .  .  .q q1 2 1 1 23 1
yd5 5s C yA q z . . q , d1 2 1
yd5 5F C C yA q z . . q , d1 2 2 2
5 5s C C z q1 2 2
5 5F C C C z q1 2 3 3
5 5s C z ,Ç q3
where the constants C , i s 1, 2, 3, depend only on Q and d .i C
 .Remark. Since T t is an analytic semigroup of contractions, by a welln
Äw xknown result on semigroup theory 24 , there exists a constant C indepen-d
dent of n such that
ÄCdd5 5yA T t F , .  . L Z .n n q dn < <t cos nn
 .where n is any angle in pr2, p for whichn
< < 4r A > 0 j l g C : arg l F n . 4 .n n
As we mentioned in the proof of Lemma 3.1, the angle n above can ben
chosen independent of n. Hence, there exists a constant C dependingd
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only on d such that
Cdd5 5yA T t F ;n s 1, 2, . . . . .  . L Z .n q dn t
w xNext, we state a lemma whose proof can be found in 15, Lemma 7.1.1 .
 .LEMMA 3.4. Suppose L G 0, 0 - d - 1, and a t is a nonnegati¨ e func-
 .tion, locally integrable on 0 F t F T. Let u t be a real-¨ alued function
w xdefined on 0, T satisfying
1t
u t F a t q L u s ds .  .  .H d
0 t y s .
on this inter¨ al. Then, there exists a constant K depending only on d such that
a s .t
u t F a t q KL ds for 0 F t - T . .  . H d
0 t y s .
The following theorem will be essential for the main result of this
section.
 .  4`THEOREM 3.5. Let d g 3r4, 1 , q ; Q, q ª q g Q, andn ns1 n
 .  .z t , z t be the solutions corresponding to the parameters q and q, respec-n n
 .  .d . w .ti¨ ely, of the IVP 2.1 with initial data z g D yA , and let 0, t be the0 1
 . Xmaximal inter¨ al of existence of z t . Then, for any t - t there are constants1 1
 . w X xN , D ) 0 such that z t exists on 0, t for e¨ery n G N and0 n 1 0
5 5 Xw xz t F D , ;n G N , ; t g 0, t . . q , dn 0 1
 . X n  .Proof. Let d g 3r4, 1 , 0 - t - t , and t ) 0 be such that z t1 1 1 n
w n. w  X n4.exists on 0, t for each n g N. Then, for t g 0, min t , t ,1 1 1
t
z t s T t z q T t y s F q , s, z s ds, .  .  .  . .H0
0
t
z t s T t z q T t y s F q , s, z s ds. .  .  .  . .Hn n 0 n n n
0
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Consequently,
5 5z t y z t .  . q , dn
d d5 5s yA z t y yA z t .  .  .  . qn
d5 5F yA T t y T t z .  .  . . qn 0
t dq yA T t y s F q , s, z s .  .  . .H
0
dy yA T t y s F q , s, z s ds .  .  . .n n n
q
d5 5F yA T t y T t z .  .  . . qn 0
t dq yA T t y s F q , s, z s .  .  . .H
0
dy yA T t y s F q , s, z s ds .  .  . .n
q
t dq yA T t y s F q , s, z s .  .  . .H n
0
yF q , s, z s ds . .n
q
t dq yA T t y s F q , s, z s .  .  . .H n n
0
yF q , s, z s ds . .n n
q
s I n t q I n t q I n t q I n t . .  .  .  .Ç 1 2 3 4
w  X n4.Note that, even when this last inequality holds only for t in 0, min t , t ,1 1
n . n . n . w X xthe real valued functions I t , I t , and I t are well defined on 0, t .1 2 3 1
The following estimates hold:
t dn 5 5 5 5I t F yA T t y s F q , s, z s y F q , s, z s ds .  .  .  .  . .  .H L Z . q3 n nq
0
t d5 5 5 5FC y A T tys F q , s, z s yF q , s, z s ds .  .  .  . .  .H L Z . q1 n n nqn0
Ct d
5 5FC F q , s, z s y F q , s, z s ds. .  . .  .H q1 nd
0 t y s .
The second and third inequalities follow from Lemma 3.3 and the Remark
5   ..   ..5previous to Lemma 3.4, respectively. Now, F q, s, z s y F q , s, z s qn
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ª 0 as n ª ` and there exists a constant C independent of n such that2
5   ..   ..5 w X xF q, s, z s y F q , s, z s F C for every s g 0, t . These assertionsqn 2 1
 .follow easily from the continuity of z s and the definition of the function
n . w X xF. Therefore, I t ª 0 as n ª ` on 0, t by the Dominated Conver-3 1
n .   .. 1ydgence Theorem and also I t F C C C r 1 y d t , ;n g N, ; t g3 1 2 d
w X x0, t .1
n .To estimate I t , observe that2
t dn 5 5I t F yA T t y s y T t y s F q , s, z s ds. .  .  .  .  . . .H q2 n
0
5   ..5 w X x 5   ..5Now, F q, s, z s is bounded on 0, t , say F q, s, z s F C , ; t gq q1 3
w X x0, t and1
d5 5yA T t y s y T t y s .  .  . . L Z .n q
d d5 5 5 5F yA T t y s q yA T t y s .  .  .  .L Z . L Z .nq q
d d5 5 5 5F yA T t y s q C yA T t y s .  .  .  .L Z . L Z .n nq q n
C CC Cd d 4F q s .Çd d dt y s t y s t y s .  .  .
w X x 5 .d   .On the other hand, for any s g 0, t we have yA T t y s y1
 ..   ..5 n .T t y s F q, s, z s ª 0 as n ª ` by Lemma 3.2. Therefore I t ª 0qn 2
n .as n ª ` by the Dominated Convergence Theorem and also I t F2
  .. 1yd w X xC C r 1 y d t , ;n g N, ; t g 0, t .3 4 1
n . n .In regard to I t observe that by Lemma 3.2, I t ª 0 as n ª ` and1 1
also
dnI t s yA T t y T t z .  .  .  . . q1 n 0
d yd d d5 5s yA yA yA T t z y yA T t z .  .  .  .  .  . qn n n 0 0
d d5 5 5 5F C T t yA z q T t yA z .  .  .  .q qn n 0 0
d d5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C T t C yA z q T t yA z .  .  .  .L Z . q L Z . qn 0 0q q
d5 5F C yA z , . q5 0
 .d .where we have used the fact that z g D yA .0
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Similarly,
t dn 5 5 5 5I t F yA T t y s F q , s, z s y F q , s, z s ds .  .  .  .  . .  .H L Z . q4 n n n nq
0
1t
5 5F C F q , s, z s y F q , s, z s ds. .  . .  .H q6 n n nd
0 t y s .
n . n . n . n .From the above estimates on I t , I t , I t , and I t ,1 2 3 4
5 5z t y z t .  . q , dn
1t
5 5F e t q C F q , s, z s y F q , s, z s ds .  .  . .  .H qn 6 n n nd
0 t y s .
3.4 .
w  X n4. w X x  . n .for every t g 0, min t , t , where, for all t g 0, t , e t s I t qÇ1 1 1 n 1
n . n .  .  .I t q I t satisfies 0 F e t F C for all n g N and e t ª 0 as2 3 n 7 n
tX1  .n ª `. In particular, H e t dt ª 0 as n ª `.0 n
Ä .Let K s K d be as in Lemma 3.4 and let us define K s C q C C KÇ 7 6 7
5  .5  .Xand M s sup z t . From the continuity of z t it follows thatÇ q, d0 F t F t1X  .  .M - ` since t - t . Since z 0 s z 0 s z , for each n g N there exists1 1 n 0
Ä5  .5 w xd ) 0 such that z t F M q 2 K for all t g 0, d . Let L be theq, dn n n
 .Lipschitz constant of Theorem 2.4 i for F, corresponding to the set
X Äw x 5 5 4  .U s 0, t = z F M q 2 K , for q and all the q 's. Then, from 3.4Ç q, d1 n
and Lemma 3.4, we have
5 5z t y z t F f t on 0 F t F d , 3.5 .  .  .  .q , dn n n
 .  . t  .  .d . w X xwhere f t s e t q C LKH e s r t y s ds, for t g 0, t .Çn n 6 0 n 1
Now,
e s C .t tn 7
ds F dsH Hd d
0 0t y s t y s .  .
1t
s C dsH7 ds0
C7 1yds t .
1 y d
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 . 1yd  .Choosing h s h L ) 0 sufficiently small so that t F 1 y d r2 L for
w xevery t g 0, h , it follows that
e s C .t n 7 w xds F for every t g 0, h . 3.6 .H d 2 L0 t y s .
On the other hand, if h - t F tX1
e t e t y s .  .t tn n
ds s dsH Hd ds0 0t y s .
h e t y s e t y s .  .tn ns ds q dsH Hd ds s0 h
C e t y s .t7 n1ydF h q dsH d1 y d hh
C 1 t7F q e t y s ds .H nd2 L h 0
C 1 Xt7 1F q e s ds. .H nd2 L h 0
tX1  .Hence, since H e s ds ª 0, there exists N such that0 n 0
e t C C C .t n 7 7 7 Xw xF q s ; t g h , t and n G N . 3.7 .H 1 0d 2 L 2 L L0 t y s .
 .  .By virtue of 3.6 and 3.7 one has
Ä Xw xf t F C q C C K s K ; t g 0, t and n G N . 3.8 .  .n 7 6 7 1 0
 .  .Consequently, from 3.5 and 3.8 ,
Ä5 5 w xz t y z t F K ;n G N and t g 0, d , .  . q , dn 0 n
which implies
Ä5 5 w xz t F M q K ;n G N and t g 0, d . . q , dn 0 n
 . w X x w X xFinally, let n G N be fixed. Then z t exists on 0, t and for t g 0, t ,0 n 1 1
Ä5  .5z t F M q 2 K. In fact, suppose, on the contrary, that there existsq, dn
X Ä Ä5  .5 5  .5t* - t such that z t* s M q 2 K and z t - M q 2 K forq, d q, d1 n n
Ä . 5  .  .5  . w .0 - t - t*. Then, from 3.5 , z t y z t F f t F K on 0, t* andq, dn n
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Ä5  .5 w .  .therefore z t F M q K on 0, t* . By the continuity of z t , weq, dn n
Ä Ä5  .5 5  .5must have z t* F M q K, which contradicts z t* s M q 2 K.q, d q, dn n
ÄThe theorem then follows by taking D s M q 2 K.
 .THEOREM 3.6 Parameter Continuity . Under the same hypotheses of
Theorem 3.5
5 5z t y z t ª 0, as n ª ` .  . q , dn
w .for e¨ery t g 0, t .1
 . XProof. Let d g 3r4, 1 and t - t . By Theorem 3.5 there exist con-1 1
 .stants N g N and D ) 0 such that for every n G N , z t exists on0 0 n
w X . 5  .50, t and satisfies z t F D on that interval. Following the sameq, d1 n
w X xsteps of Theorem 3.5 we find that for every t g 0, t and n G N1 0
5 5z t y z t .  . q , dn
1t
5 5F e t q C F q , s, z s y F q , s, z s ds .  .  . .  .H qn 6 n n nd
0 t y s .
1t
5 5F e t q LC z s y z s ds, .  .  .H q , dn 6 nd
0 t y s .
 .  . w X xwhere 0 F e t F C and e t ª 0 as n ª ` for every t g 0, t . In then 7 n 1
last inequality we have used the fact that F is locally Lipschitz continuous
5  .5 w X xand z t F D, ;n G N , ; t g 0, t , as it was shown in Theorem 3.5.q, dn 0 1
Hence, by Lemma 3.4, there exists K ) 0 such that
e s .t n
5 5z t y z t F e t q KLC ds ª 0 .  .  .q , d Hn n 6 d
0 t y s .
w X xas n ª ` ; t g 0, t .1
XSince t is arbitrary, the theorem follows.1
4. PARAMETER IDENTIFIABILITY
As we mentioned in the Introduction, the parameter identifiability is an
important issue when solving ID problems. Roughly speaking, the parame-
ter identifiability can be thought of as the continuity and local invertibility
 .of the mapping q ª z ?; q from the space Q of admissible parameters
 w x.into the space of solutions see 1 . Following are two results on this
matter.
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 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let d g 3r4, 1 , q s r, C , b , g , a , a , a , u g Q,¨ 2 4 6 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .and q s r, C , b , g , a , a , a , u g Q with r s r, C s C , b s b , andÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä¨ 2 4 6 1 ¨ ¨
g s g . LetÄ
u x .0
d¨ x .z x s g D yA q .  . . .00  0w x .0
 .  .  .and suppose that the solutions z t; q and z t; q of 2.1 coincide onÄ
T F t F T for some 0 F T - T . Assume further that1 2 1 2
u ?, t .
¨ ?, t .z t ; q s .  0w ?, t .
 .  .is such that ¨ ?, t* k 0 for some t* g T , T . Then q s q.Ä1 2
Remark. Note that the hypotheses of this theorem are satisfied if
T s 0 and the initial condition1
u0
z s ¨0 0 0w0
is chosen such that ¨ k 0.0
 .  .  .Proof. Since ¨ ?, t* k 0 and ¨ 0, t* s ¨ 1, t* s 0 there exists x g VÃ
 .  .such that ¨ x, t* / 0. By continuity ¨ x, t / 0 on t* y e - t - t* q eÃ Ãx x
 .Ãfor some e ) 0. Given that ¨ s u there must exist t g t* y e , t* q ex x t
such that
Ãu x , t / 0. 4.1 .  .Ãx
On the other hand,
z t ; q s A q z t ; q q F q , t , z t ; q and .  .  .  . .Ç
4.2 .w xz t ; q s A q z t ; q q F q , t , z t ; q ; t g T , T . .  .  .  . .Ç Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä 1 2
Ä Ä  .  .But, r s r, C s C , b s b , g s g imply A q s A q since the operatorÄ Ä Ä¨ ¨
 .A q does not depend on any of the rest of the variables in q. Thus, since
 .  . w x  .z t; q s z t; q ; t g T , T , Eq. 4.2 impliesÄ 1 2
w xF q , t , z t ; q s F q , t , z t ; q ; t g T , T , .  . .  .Ä Ä 1 2
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 .and, using the definition of F q, t, z ,
­ 3 52a w x , t qL x , t yu u x , t y4a u x , t q6a u x , t .  .  .  .  . .2 1 x 4 x 6 x­ x
­ Äs 2a w x , t q L x , t y u u x , t .  .  .Ä  .2 1 x­ x
3 5y4a u x , t q 6a u x , t 4.3a .  .  .Ä Ä4 x 6 x
and
a w x , t q L x , t u x , t ¨ x , t .  .  .  . .2 x x
s a w x , t q L x , t u x , t ¨ x , t 4.3b .  .  .  .  . .Ä2 x x
w xfor all x g V, t g T , T .1 2
 .From 4.3b it follows that
w xa y a u x , t u x , t ¨ x , t s 0, ; x g V , t g T , T , .  .  . .Ä2 2 x x 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .where u x, t s w x, t q L x, t s w x, t q u t cos 2p x . SinceG
 .  .Ã Ãu x, t ¨ x, t / 0 and u ) 0, we conclude that a s a . Consequently,Ã Ã Äx x 2 2
 .Eq. 4.3a now reads
2Äu x , t 2a u y u q 12 a y a u x , t .  . .Ä .x x 2 1 1 4 4 x
4y30 a y a u x , t s 0 4.4 .  . .Ä /6 6 x
w x; x g V, t g T , T .1 2
 .ÃNow, if u x, t were identically equal to zero on V then, using thex x
 .  .Ã Ãboundary conditions, we would have u ?, t ' 0 and u ?, t ' 0 whichx
 .obviously contradicts 4.1 . Therefore, there must exist a, b, 0 - a - b - 1
 .  .Ã Ãsuch that u x, t / 0 for a - x - b, which implies u x, t cannot bex x x
 .  .2  .4Ã Ãconstant on a, b . Therefore the functions 1, u x, t , and u x, t arex x
 .  .linearly independent as functions of x on a, b . Hence, from 4.4 we
Äobtain a s a , a s a , and u s u , and the theorem follows.Ä Ä4 4 6 6 1 1
Under slightly more restrictive hypotheses as those of Theorem 4.1, it is
possible to obtain one-to-oneness also with respect to the parameter g .
The following theorem shows this result.
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Ä Ä .THEOREM 4.2. Let d g 3r4, 1 , q, q g Q, with r s r, C s C , b s b ;Ä Ä ¨ ¨
u x .0
d¨ x .z x s g D yA q .  . .0  /0  0w x .0
 .  .  .and suppose that the solutions z t; q and z t, q of 2.1 coincide onÄ
 .ÃT F t F T for some 0 F T - T . Assume further that ¨ ?, t k 0 for some1 2 1 2
w xÃt g T , T . If , in addition either of the following two conditions hold, then1 2
q s q.Ä
 . w x  .  .i There exists t* g T , T such that u 0, t* / 0 or u 1, t*1 2 x x x x x x x x
/ 0.
 . w x  .ii There exists t* g T , T such that the functions u ?, t* ,1 2 x x x x
 .  .  .2  .  .4u ?, t* , u ?, t* u ?, t* , u ?, t* u ?, t* are linearly independent asx x x x x x x x
functions of x on V.
Proof. Following the same steps as in Theorem 4.1, the functions
 .  .  .u x, t , ¨ x, t , u x, t must satisfy
g ­
u x , t q 2a u x , t y u u x , t .  .  . .x x x x 2 1 xr ­ x
3 5y4a u x , t q 6a u x , t .  .4 x 6 x
g ­Ä Äs u x , t q 2a u x , t y u u x , t .  .  .Ä  .x x x x 2 1 xr ­ x
3 5y4a u x , t q 6a u x , t 4.5a .  .  .Ä Ä4 x 6 x
and
w xa y a u x , t u x , t ¨ x , t s 0, ; x g V and t g T , T . .  .  . .Ä2 2 x x 1 2
4.5b .
 .  .As in Theorem 4.1, Eq. 4.5b implies a s a and consequently 4.5aÄ2 2
yields
g y g .Ä
u x , t .x x x xr
2Äq u x , t 2a u y u q 12 a y a u x , t .  . .Ä .x x 2 1 1 4 4 x
4y30 a y a u x , t s 0 4.6 .  . .Ä /6 6 x
w x; x g V, t g T , T .1 2
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 .  .Suppose condition i holds and w.l.o.g. assume u 0, t* / 0. Then,x x x x
 .  . .  .evaluating Eq. 4.6 at x s 0 and t s t* yields g y g rr u 0, t* s 0,Ä x x x x
 .which implies g s g . Equation 4.6 now takes the formÄ
2Äu x , t 2a u y u q 12 a y a u x , t .  . .Ä .x x 2 1 1 4 4 x
4y30 a y a u x , t s 0 . .Ä /6 6 x
w x; x g V, ; t g T , T . Following the same reasoning as in Theorem 4.1,1 2
Äthe above identity implies u s u , a s a , a s a .Ä Ä1 1 4 4 6 6
 .On the other hand, if condition ii holds then the result follows
 .immediately from Eq. 4.6 and the linear independence of the functions
2 .  .  .  .  .  .u ?, t* , u ?, t* , u ?, t* u ?, t* , and u ?, t* u ?, t* .x x x x x x x x x x x x
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 together with the continuity results of Section 3
imply, under the appropriate hypotheses, the identifiability of problem
 .1.1 with respect to the parameters that define the free energy of the
system.
5. CONCLUSIONS
 .In this paper we have shown that the solutions of the IBVP 1.1 , with
 .free energy potential C in the Landau]Ginzburg form 1.2 , depend
continuously on the parameters r, C , b , a , a , a , u , and g . In¨ 2 4 6 1
 particular, we have shown that if q s r , C , b , a , a ,n n ¨ , n n 2, n 4, n
.4`a , u , g is a sequence of admissible parameters converging to the6, n 1, n n ns1
 .  .admissible parameter q, then not only z t; q ª z t; q in the norm ofn
5 5  .Z , but also in the stronger ? -norm d s 3r4 q e . We have alsoq, dq
shown that under rather weak hypotheses, the free energy potential C as
 .  .given by 1.2 is identifiable from the IBVP 1.1 . More precisely, if the
 .conditions of Theorem 4.2 hold, then the mapping a , a , a , u , g ª2 4 6 1
 .z ?; q is continuous and invertible. Although this is a partial result since it
 .does not imply the invertibility of the mapping q ª z ?; q , it is appropri-
ate to emphasize its importance from a practical point of view in the sense
that the parameters a , a , a , u , and g are the only non-physical2 4 6 1
parameters appearing in the model.
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